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This short fiction collection includes 'Chivalry', this year's Radio 4 Neil Gaiman Christmas Day
special, starring Glenda Jackson and Kit Harington. This is the story of Mrs Whitaker, who finds
the Holy Grail in a charity shop.Open your mind to one of the brightest, most brilliant writers of
our generation....This definitive collection of Neil Gaiman's short fiction will haunt your
imagination and move you to the very depths of your soul. An elderly widow finds the Holy Grail
beneath an old fur coat. A stray cat fights and refights a terrible nightly battle to protect his
unwary adoptive family from unimaginable evil. A young couple receives a wedding gift that
reveals a chilling alternative history of their marriage. These tales and much more await in this
extraordinary book, revealing one of our most gifted storytellers at the height of his powers.

From the AuthorThe purpose of this book is to alert readers to some potential pitfalls with dance
instructors and dance studios. Many studios and instructors are quite legal and professional, but
not all. Hopefully, the pointers I've presented can help you make informed decisions. I want to
warn others before it is too late. This is why I was moved to write this book, to open the eyes of
people like yourself, to speak to the heart of those who may be in similar circumstances, and
sadly, to those who may have already experienced such swindlers on the dance floor. Con artist
I've written about in this book, and to still others who have not had the misfortune of finding
themselves broken by such criminal behavior.Dancing is wonderful, regardless of your skill level.
Just a little advance research and finding answers to the right questions can make your time on
the dance floor a truly educational, fun, and healthy experience.Again, I'm not here to condemn
dancing. I'm here to help you by revealing the truth to you, the consumer. My wish is that
everyone would try dancing at least once. It's up to you to make your own judgments and
decisions for your future in dancing, and whether you choose to do your own research or
not. The public needs to know the truth!From the Inside FlapOUTLINEIntroductionIn the
introduction, Joe Tango briefly explains the purpose for writing this book--to educate consumers
about the inner workings of dance studios and scams that unprofessional instructors practice.
He assures the reader that there are many dance studios and instructors who are legitimate and
provide excellent instruction in dance. His hope is that by using the tips and knowledge he
shares, consumers can avoid being cheated.From the Back CoverBallroom Dancing: Shocking
True Stories From Behind The Scenes.A must-read for anyone who wants to catch a glimpse of
the real world behind the glitter, glitz and sparkle of the sequined world of ballroom dancing. This
book is the first book of it's kind, Joe pulls back the curtain exposing the truth of what really goes
on behind-the-scenes of the glamorous world of dancing. The book, released by the renowned
ballroom dancer is comprised of his collection of case studies thru the years of teaching.The
book examines strategies to utilize asset value based on Joe's knowledge of the field and



specific expertise in this market. Joe sheds light on the schemes of bad dance instructors and
studios. It was written to expose the truth about how shady characters with poor skills in dance
instruction rip unsuspecting dance students off and prey on the vulnerable. A "must read" for
anyone interested in a definitive account of thievery and seductions in the glamorous world of
dancing. In this tell-all book will shock you!About the AuthorWith over 30 years in the
professional dance world, author Joe Tango has combined his love of sensual dance with a
passion for writing.In three decades as a Latin and ballroom dance instructor, the North Carolina
born performer has gathered a wealth of knowledge from his predominantly female client
base.Tango is also the author of The Passionate Lover How To Keep Your Relationship Alive.
The Passionate Lover 2 Become Her Desire. and Ballroom Dancing: Shocking True Stories From
Behind The Scenes. Satan's Grace: The Greatest Deception of All. Roman Catholics The
Greatest Deception of All.  Roman Catholics The Greatest Deception of All 2.Read more
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RDD, “Gaiman Fans will Love this Collection of his Early Work!. Neil Gaiman’s “Smoke and
Mirrors: Short Fictions and Illustrations” collected short stories and poems that Gaiman
previously published elsewhere. Among the more stand-out works are “The Wedding Present” –
which Gaiman included in the introduction – “Chivalry” – about the Holy Grail, “Troll Bridge,” “The
Goldfish Pool and Other Stories,” “Queen of Knives,” “Shoggoth’s Old Peculiar,” “Only he End of
the World Again,” “Bay Wold,” “We Can Get Them For You Wholesale,” “One Life, Furnished in
Early Moorcock,” “The Sweeper of Dreams,” “Vampire Sestina,” “Murder Mysteries,” and “Snow,
Glass, Apples.” The works are all haunting and sweet; they take the reader to new places and
leave them changed after the reading. Two stories reference the works of Lovecraft, one the
works of Michael Moorcock, and a few have been adapted into other works. Both “Troll Bridge”
and “Snow, Glass, Apples” later became graphic novels, “Murder Mysteries” became both an
audio drama and a comic book, and “We Can Get Them for You Wholesale” has been adapted a
few times as independent films. Gaiman fans will love this collection of his early work.”

Trish, “Gaiman short stories. I started this book a few months ago while on an airplane. I was
reading it on my kindle and got to about p20 and gave up. It seemed that other than the wedding
gift story that opened the book, it was filled with vignettes about how this or that story came
about. I came back to the book a few days ago and discovered that the introduction chapter was
33 pages! Each of the stories described in the intro are in the book. I would have preferred that
the story of how each story came to be be placed directly ahead of the actual story. I read the
stories that way, using the "go to page.." feature to return to the introduction before reading each
of the stories. The stories are pretty good, well told. Adult themed, some vampire stuff which
isn't my thing, but good tales nevertheless. The wedding gift was my favorite. If you like Neil
Gaiman's writing, you'll like Smoke and Mirrors.”

R. Diaz-Loyola, “GAIMAN'S SHORT STORIES: A MODERN EDGAR A. POE. I first met
Gaiman's storytelling craft and writting style a long time ago through his Sandman comics. To
that work I give five-plus stars.After that I read some of his novels. His books Neverwhere,
American Gods and Good Omens were good, but to my opinion not superb. I gave them 3 stars.
I thought his comics were better than his novels. And then I decided to try his short
stories.Something told me that those would be better.I bought Smoke & Mirrors (along with
Fragile Things), and it took around one week for delivery. I read Smoke & Mirrors in less time that
it took to be delivered. It is not that I am such a fast reader or Amazon too slow delivering (at leas
not always), but I just wanted to read more stories. I think that his style is suited better for short
stories than for long novels. Even though Gaiman is a strange mix of Stephen King and Edgar A.
Poe (within an Allan Moore), he is more a Poe. His short stories are very good. and now I'm
reading Fragile Things.I still think of Gaiman as an excellent comic writter, thats the reason I only



give 5 stars to his comics and stick to 4 for his short stories.My favorite stories were the last tale
in the book (Snow, Glass, Apples), and also the tales: Murder Mysteries, Change, Nicholas
was... (very very very short story but equally good), Babycakes and a story that is hidden in the
introduction called Wedding Gift (don't miss reading the introduction!!!).I also liked his poem
White Road. Pretty "upsettling", as Humpty Dumpty would have said.Enjoy”

Ebook Library Reader, “Nice Batch. A nice selection of short stories and poems by the master
of fantasy fiction. As always some are better the others. The stories themes are myriad there
are monsters, vampires. Werewolves and other things that haunt the night. Some of these
stories I have read before others were very new. If you read the lesser circulated Angels and
Visitation you will recognize a lot of them, but they were worth revisiting. Funny thing is I have
listened to so many audiobooks by Neil that I hear his voice in my head when I read this’”

Jeffrey A. Veyera, “An Enchanting Collection from the Modern Master of Fantasy. In praising Neil
Gaiman, author of the award-winning Sandman comic book series, Stephen King called him "a
treasure house of story". For those who only know the inimitable Mr. Gaiman from his comic
book works, this collection represents a treasure trove of the author's prose work, with a
generous helping of verse thrown in to boot.The stories contained within Smoke and Mirrors
range from straight horror to wild fantasy. While the stories range widely in quality, the 337
pages of this collection fly by, and even where Gaiman misses the mark, he makes an
impression.I highly recommend "Murder Mysteries," a tale of a murder investigation in Heaven
before Lucifer's Fall (or was he pushed?); "Troll Bridge," concerning dark happenings beneath a
highway bridge; and "The Price," a story about a cat's sacrifice which I believe Mr. King found
quite wonderful.Gaiman thoughtfully includes a detailed introduction wherein he describes the
genesis of these stories. Fellow writers will find this section fascinating as a window on the
author's creative process.Short story collections are of necessity a mixed bag, but even casual
Gaiman fans will find Smoke and Mirrors  rewarding.”

Anna, “A peek into Gaiman's life.... Short stories are a funny thing. One or two of these stories
are amazing. The rest are lack luster, more like diary entries. If you're interested in the author
himself, you might find this interesting. If you're just after great short stories, you might be
disappointed.”

fofrog, “Difficult on Kindle. First, I am hugely biased because I love practically everything Neil
Gaiman writes. There are some absolutely wonderful stories in here; for example, having read
his version of Snow White I want him to redo all the old fairy stories (PLEASE!!).However I really
wanted to read his comments/commentary in conjunction with each story - to understand a little
more how he writes and how these came to be written. In a paperback, this would be easy - just
use two bookmarks and move them both forward each time. Yes, I know I can bookmark in



Kindle but it's clumsy to keep tagging back to the commentary section and having to delete old
bookmarks otherwise I got confused about which one to aim for. I love my Kindle to pieces but
this is one book I'd have preferred to read on paper.”

Reader, “Interesting stories I love.. I love especially the story about the stray cat who fought the
devil for the family who took it in, and the one about the foxes with two folklore stories involved,
very poetically told, with a wonderful twist at the end.”

Careful shopper, “There is so much to recommend this book. There is so much to recommend
this book. It's a great introduction for anyone who hasn't read Gaiman before. One story in
particular - Troll Bridge - I have read aloud to groups of people. It's a reasonably long read, but
always worthwhile. Some amazing ideas in between the covers of this book, most of them
beautifully twisted.”

Natanya, “Some great stories, some average. I love Neil Gaiman's books and was excited to get
this collection of short stories (to read on the train to work). Some of them really pull you in and I
couldn't put them down. Some were not my cup of tea and I so I sped through them (peronal
opinion though!). Neil Gaiman has written introductions at the start of the collection for each
story/poem, explaining the reasons behind them - definitely worth reading these.”

The book by Gayle Kassing has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 1,256 people have provided feedback.
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